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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical theorem of Ramsey [12] states: Given k, I, m positive 
integers, there exists n with the following property: For every partition of 
Z-element subsets of a set with n elements into k classes, there exists a subset 
with m elements with all its I-element subsets in one class. 
A number of structural extensions of this theorem and its analogs have 
appeared (see [2,4, 5, 71; [6] is a survey of this recent development). Roughly 
speaking, a theorem of Ramsey type guarantees for given (objects, 
structures,...) A, B the existence of an object C which contains so many 
“copies” of B that even by a partition of the set of all copies of A in C into 
a small number of parts, one cannot “destroy” all copies of B (see Section 2 
for the exact formulation). 
The purpose of this paper is twofold: First, we present a method by means 
of which one can prove a theorem of Ramsey type for classes of set systems 
which are locally not too dense (i.e., do not contain complete subsystems). 
This (a problem of Erdas and others) was the original motivation for this 
research; to prove, for the set systems, a theorem analogous to the earlier 
results for graphs [9]. This generalization was more difficult than expected, 
and a new method had to be devised. The results extend all the previously 
known results concerning graphs (see [lo]). Second, (and a bit surprisingly), 
the new method is sufficiently strong to prove that one can partition not 
only edges, hyperedges, vertices, etc., but all suitable (called fundamental) 
subsystems, and in most cases to give the full characterization of this fact 
(see the “prototype theorem” in [lo]). 
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We believe (because of the complexity of the procedure) that a categorical 
language has to be used. This is done, in the spirit of Leeb’s work (see [6, 7]), 
in Section 2. Basic notions and the main result (Main Theorem) are formu- 
lated in Section 3. The proof of the Main Theorem is divided into two parts; 
Section 4, the necessity, and Section 5, the sufficiency. Section 6 contains 
some applications of the main result to set systems and relational systems 
(the main result is related to ordered set systems). The basic notion there is 
the ordering property of a category of “unordered” systems. 
2. THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
Let X be a category with a fixed object A (the concepts of category theory 
are used in their standard meaning, see [S]). Let Set be the category of all sets 
and all mappings. Define the functor (A): X + Set by: For an object B E X, 
put (;I = {[fl;fe W4 B)), w h ere X(A, B) is the set of all morphisms -X 
from A to B, where [f] denotes the class of the equivalence 8, which 
contains f, and where &A is the equivalence defined as follows: (f, g) E 8, * 
there exists an isomorphism h: A -+ A with f = g 0 h. For a morphism 
f: B --f B’ E jY-, we define (5): (,“) --f (z’) by (fA)([y]) = [fo ~1 (the definition 
is clearly consistent). The definition of the functor (,J and its role in partition 
problems was pointed out first by Leeb (see [6, 71): We say that a category X 
has the A-partition property (abbreviated A-p.p.) iff the following statement 
is true: A E X, and for every object B E X and for every positive integer k 
there exists an object C E X such that given a mapping c: (3 --f [ 1, k] there 
exists f E S(B, C) for which the mapping c 0 (‘,) is a constant (we put 
[l, k] = (l,..., k]). The validity of the statement for given A, B, C, k we shall 
denote by B -2 C, its negation will be denoted by B ++i C. This symbol we 
call the A-partition arrow. A constant mapping will be denoted by 0, provided 
that the actual value of the constant is of no importance. 
Remark 1. It follows directly from the definitions that 
B+ C * Y(B, C) # %; 
B+ C+D-B+D. 
From this it follows that the only essential case is B -i C. A-partition arrows 
are “combinatorially strengthened” morphisms of X. A-partition arrows 
form a category of their own. 
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Remark 2. Examples: 
(i) The category Set of all sets and all 1-l mappings has the X- 
partition property iff X is finite (this is the Dirichlet principle for j X j = 1 
and the ErdSs-Rado-Ramsey theorem for j X / > 1). 
(ii) The category Gra of all finite graphs and all embeddings (see 
Section 3) has the G-partition property iff either G = (X, (3 or G = (X, ~5) 
for a set X. (This is Folkman’s theorem for j X 1 = 1 [4], the Deuber-ErdSs- 
Posa-Rod1 theorem for j X ( = 2 [3, 131, the NeSet?il-RGdl theorem for 
general X [ll].) 
(iii) The category Gra(k) of all finite graphs which do not contain a 
subgraph isomorphic to ([I, k], (rl;“l)) and all their embeddings. Then 
Gra(k) has the G-partition property iff either G = (X, 0) for a finite set X 
or G = (X, (f)) for [ X [ < k (this is a Folkman theorem for j X ( = 1 [4] 
and an ErdGs-Folkman-Galvin-Hajnal problem for 1 X 1 = 2; this was 
solved in [9], the general case is announced in [lo], and proved here). 
The basic problem we are concerned with here is the explicit description 
of the class of all objects A of a given category x, for which Z has the A-p.p. 
In the extreme case, a category is said to be a partition category (or Ramsey 
category) if it has A-p.p. for every A E zC. 
From now on the paper is written in theJinite set theory. 
3. BASIC NOTIONS AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Let OSoc(0) denote the category of all ordered societies of type d and all 
their (ordered) embeddings. 
(a) A type d is a family (& ; i E 1) of natural numbers. 
(b) An ordered society of type d is a couple (X, JaZ) = (X, (Ai; i E I)), 
where X is an ordered set (unless otherwise stated the ordering (called 
“standard”) is denoted by <) and J%‘~ is a subset of(t) = (X’ _C X; / X’ 1 = SJ 
(elements of J&‘~ are called teams). 
(c) An (ordered) embedding f: (X, A) + (Y, N) = (Y, (MS; i E I)) is 
a monotone function (with respect to the standard orderings) f: X + Y 
which satisfies: 
(i) fis one-to-one; 
(ii) MEJ& *f(M) = (f(nz);nz~M)~~V”~; 
(iii) f(M) E JV 3 ME &?? for i E I. 
Further, f is called an (ordered) monomorphism (an ordered homomorphism, 
respectively) if it satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) ((ii), respectively). The 
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notations Hom(A, B), Mono(A, B), and Emb(A, B) have the obvious 
meanings. Given objects A = (X, JZ’), B = (Y, JV”) of OSoc(d), we define 
the product A x B in an obvious way: A x B = (X x Y, P), where 
{(rnj ) nJ; j E [l, S,]} E Bi 0 7x1 < ... < n7?gi, 
771 < ... < 17,5,) 
{rnj ; j E [I, s;,]} E JiP, 
{?Zj ; j E [l, 8J) E N-i; 
and the standard ordering of X x Y is considered to be the lexicographic 
ordering induced by standard orderings of X and Y. Projections will be 
denoted by nI and rr2 ; rrr: X x Y + X is always a homomorphism, V~ need 
not be one. Yet the product has several categorical properties: iff: C -+ A, 
g: C -+ B are homomorphisms, then there exists exactly one homomorphism 
h: C + A x B such that rrl 0 h = f and rrTTz 0 h = g; the homomorphism h 
is denoted by f x g. An important comment: If eitherfor g is an embedding, 
thenf x g is an embedding also. 
We shall be interested in partition properties of subcategories of OSoc(A); 
by a subcategory we shall always mean a full subcategory (i.e., a subcategory 
determined by the class of its objects). To simplify further, in the discussion 
we shall always assume that a subcategory .X of OSoc(d) satisfies: 
If ((X, <), ~8) E .?47 and (X, 4) is an ordered set with the 
property M E uie I &Ii 3 < ifi = < lM , then ((X, <), JZ’) E Z?. (*) 
The following is, then, principal concept in this paper. 
DEFINITION. Let ;1/c be a subcategory of the category OSoc(n). % is said 
to be ideal if it fulfills: 
(1) ~6 is hereditary in OSoc(d) (i.e., BE ~6, Emb(A, B) f ~3 => A EGC); 
(2) % is closed under disjoint unions; 
(3) Z forms a right ideal in OSoc(d) with respect to products (i.e., 
AC%-, BEOSOC@) 3 A x BEG”). 
The following (more explicit) equivalent definition of the ideal category 
will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 1. A subcategory 37 C OSoc(0) is ideal $ 
(1’) 3” is str.ongly hereditary (i.e., BE X, Mono(A, B) # a 3 
AE33; 
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(2’) X is closed on disjoint unions; 
(3’) A y4 Z, f E Horn@, B) 3 f(A) $ Y; heve f(A) = (f(X), 4’“) and 
Jlri = {f(M); 1M E J&‘~} (the homomorphic image of A). 
Proof. Let (l)-(3) be valid. If h E Mono(A, B), BE LX?, then (1’) follows 
from the embedding lz x 1,: A + B x A E X. To prove (3’), suppose for 
contradiction that A $ %” and f(A) E X for a homomorphism f. It is not 
hard to see that there exists B E OSoc(0) such that Emb(A, f(A) x B) + CT, 
which is a contradiction. 
Suppose (l’)-(3’). It suffices to prove (3). Suppose for contradiction that 
A E X and A x B $ % for a B E OSoc(d). But 7r1: A x B ---f A is a homo- 
morphism, and consequently, A $3”. H 
Using (I), every ideal category may be described by a set of “forbidden 
subsocieties”: Let VI be a class of ordered societies of type d. Put Forb(%) = 
(B; A E 55 Z- Mono(A, B) = ,@‘I. We prove 
MAIN THEOREM. For an ideal subcategory .X of OSoc(A), the following 
two statements are equivalent: 
(I) .X is a partition category (see Section 2), 
(II) X = Forb(%), where ‘8 is a class of irreducible societies of type A. 
A = (X, Ai) is an irreducible ordered society iffor every two difSerent vertices 
x, y of X, there exists a team ME VieI M such that {x, y> C M. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM: THE NECESSITY 
This means that we prove (I) =i- (II). For this part the following concept is 
needed. Let A, BI , B, be objects of OSoc(A), let fi E Emb(A, Bi), i = I, 2. 
An amalgam of (fi , fi) is every triple (C, g, , gz) with the properties: 
(i) C = (Z, P) E OSoc(A), gi E Emb(Bi , C) and g, ofi = g2 ofi . 
(ii) If g,’ E Emb(B, , C’), C’ = (Z’, P’), satisfies g,’ ofi = g,’ ofi , 
then there exists exactly one mapping h: Z + Z’ such that h 0 gi = g,’ , 
i= 1,2. 
Every amalgam may be constructed by a standard construction, as a 
suitable factorization of the disjoint union; the amalgam need not be unique 
(because of orderings). 
A subcategory % of OSoc(A) is said to have amalgams if every amalgam 
determined by embeddings of X belongs to %, It suffices to prove the 
following statements. Their composition implies (I) 3 (II). 
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LEMMA 1. Let X be an ideal partition subcategory of OSoc(A). Then X 
has amalgams. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a subcategory of OSoc(A). Then X has amalgams ifs 
X = Forb(%) for a class % of irreducible societies. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let fi s Emb(A, BJ, Bi E X, i = 1,2. Let B be a 
disjoint union of B, and B, , B E 37, and assume further B -4” C E X (as .X 
is a partition category). Define the mapping c: (5) = Emb(A, C) - 2[‘.“1 by: 
c(f) is the set of all i for which there existsf E Emb(Bi , C) such that7 of;: = f. 
By the property C there exists g E Emb(B, C) and 4 E 2t1,*1 such that 
c( g of) = 3 for every f E Emb(A, B). Further, it follows from the definition 
of B that 4 = {l, 2). Consequently, there are embeddings g+‘: Bi + C, 
i = 1,2, such that g,’ 0 fi = g,’ 0 fi . Let (D, g, , gJ, D E OSoc(A), be such 
an amalgam of fi : fz for which there exists a homomorphism h: D ---f C with 
properties 12 0 gi = gi’ (this follows from the categorical properties of 
amalgams in OSoc(0)). But then h x 1,: D --f C x D E 3? is an embedding, 
and consequently, D E X. Thus, there exists an amalgam of (fl : fi) in X, 
and by the convention (*) concerning subcategories, X has amalgams. S 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let 37 have amalgams, let A $3” be minimal 
(i.e., B & A, Emb(B, A) # o * BE X). Suppose, in the way of contra- 
diction, that A = (X, ~82) fails to be irreducible, let x + y and {x, y> g M 
for every A4 E Uic, J@. Then A is an amalgam of A - x and A - y, where 
A - x = (X\(x), (J&‘,~; i E I)), J%‘,~ = (A4 E &; x $ M), with respect to the 
natural inclusion of their intersection. We get a contradiction with A # X. 
Obviously Z = Forb(%), where 3 is the class of minimal societies which 
do not belong to X. If we assume that .X is determined by a class of forbidden 
irreducible subsocieties, then X has amalgams, by a reverse procedure. 1 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM: SUFFICIENCY 
In this part we prove (II) 3 (I). This is much more involved than the 
reverse direction, and several preliminaries are needed; consequently, this 
section is subdivided into four parts, Sections 5A-5D. Given a category X, 
we derive first the a-partite category aPart (the category of “sliced” 
objects of 3”) and its further refinement w/apart(Y). We prove that the 
idealness and the amalgamation property of 9 imply the analogous 
properties of the derived categories; this is done in Sections 5A and 5B. 
Using the definition of the a-partite categories we may split the induction 
procedure into many steps; this formalism is done in Section 5D. This 
procedure assumes the validity of a certain weakening of the partition 
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property (“fraction partition property”) which, essentially, follows from the 
amalgamation property. This is done in Section 5C. 
5A. a-Partite Categories 
Let d = (& ; i E I) be a fixed type, a a natural number. Define the category 
a Part(d) : 
Objects. a-Partite societies, ((AT,):, A), where 
(i) (&, Xi , J&) E OSoc(0) (particularly, WY=, Xi is an ordered set); 
(ii) X0 < X, < X,-, < ... <X,(wewriteX< YiffnEX,yEY* 
x <u>; 
(iii) Xi # 0 for i > 0; 
(iv) M E UizI Ai, i E [l, a] => 1 M f? Xi j < 1. 
((Xi>: means (Xi ; i E [0, a])). Pictorially, 
The sets Xi , i > 1 we call parameters. 
Morphisms, a Embeddings. f: ((X,):, ~82”) -+ ((Y,):, Jcr) is a embedding iff 
(i) fis a homomorphism in OSoc(0) 
(ii) J(Xi) _C Yi for i E [0, a]; 
(iii) f(M) E 4Vi, f(M) n Y, 5 @ 3 A4 E J&C for every i E I; 
(iv) f is l-l. 
Further, a monomorphisms (a homomorphisms, respectively) are defined 
by conditions (i), (ii), (iv) (by (i), (ii), respectively). Then symbols 
a Hom(A, B), a Mono@, I?), and a Emb(A, B) have an obvious meaning for 
A, B E aPart@). Letting a = 0 we get the corresponding notions for the 
category OSoc(0). 
Let b < a. To every object A = ((Xi):, J?‘) E a Part(d) we may associate 
an object A’ = ((X,‘)“, , ~2’) E b Part(d), defined by X0’ = X0 u UL,,, Xi , 
Xi’ = Xi for i E [I, b], and we shall write simply A E b Part(d). 
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If A = (X, J&‘) E OSoc(d), X = {x1 ,..., xTn), x1 < **. < x, , then we put 
A, = ((XJ~, J&‘), where 
X0 = (xi ; i E [I, m - a]>, 
xi = b%&l), for i E [l, a]. 
Thus A, E a Part@). 
The following symbols have the meanings given in Section 2: 
These symbols have, for a = 0, the meanings of corresponding symbols for 
the category OSoc(d). 
Let us introduce a further refinement: Let a < b, w  C [I, b], j w  j = a. 
f: ((&)a, , ~4’) + ((Yi)g , JV) is said to be an a/w embedding if it fulfils 
(i) f is a homomorphism in OSoc(d) 
(ii) f(X,) C YL(%) , where r: [I, a] + w C [l, b] is the monotone 
bijection; f(X,,) C Y, ; 
(iii) f(lM) E JV, f(iU) n Y, + 0 3 iM E J@ for every i e I; 
(iv) f is one-to-one. 
a/w monomorphism (a/o homomorphism, respectively) is defined by 
conditions (i), (ii), (iv) (by (i), ( ii , ) respectively). The corresponding sets of 
mappings we denote by a/w Emb(A, B), a/w Mono(A, B), and a/o 
Homo(A, B). In the particular case b = a + 1, w  = [I, a], the a/o 
embeddings (monomorphisms, homomorphisms, respectively) are denoted 
(a/a + 1) embeddings (monomorphisms, homomorphisms, respectively). 
All the preceding definitions we now apply to an arbitrary subcategory X 
of OSoc(0) determined by a class of irreducible subsocieties %I: Z = Forb(M) 
(see Section 3). Let a < b, w _C [l, b], / o / = a. Denote by w/b Part(,X) the 
(full) subcategory of b Part(d) determined by all BE b Part(A) with the 
property 
A = (X, Aq E ‘LI, A; = iXj >a*a/wMono(A,,B)= a. 
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According to Lemma 2 of Section 2, and according to the definition of ideal 
subcategories of OSoc(d), it is not hard to see that X = Forb(%) for a class 
of irreducible subsocieties iff X is an ideal subcategory of OSoc(0) and has 
amalgams. 
Given X with the above properties, the category w/b Part(X) has anal- 
ogous properties: 
(1) It is hereditary (i.e., BE w/bPart(&‘“), b Emb(A, B) # o =S 
A E w/b Part(X)). 
(2) It is a right ideal in the category b Part(d) with respect to the 
products (i.e., A E w/b Part(%), B E b Part@) 3 A x B E w/b Part(%); the 
product is defined below). 
(3) It has amalgams (particularly, it has disjoint unions; the amalgam 
is defined below). 
(1) is obvious. Once the notions of a product and of an amalgam are 
defined, (2) and (3) follow with little difficulty from the definition of 
w/b Part(X). 
Products. Let A = ((X,): ,4, B = ((Yi>g , N) be objects of a Part(d). 
The product A x B is the a-partite society ((Z,); , S) defined by 
(i) Zi = Xi X Yi for i E [0, a]; 
(ii) Ui=, Zi is ordered by the lexicographic ordering (consequently, 
z, < z, < 9.. < Z,); 
(iii) P={p,;j~[l,S~]}~~~~p~=(m~,n~),m,<~~~<rn,.,n,~ 
.-* < flBi, (mj ;j~ [l, S,]} E&~, {nj ;jg [l, S,]> EN and PL U&Z:. 
It is possible to show A x BE a Part(A); the projections are denoted by 
Tl > QT~ ; rrl is always an a homomorphism A x B --f A. 
Amalgams. Let f: A + B, f I: A + B’ be a embeddings in the category 
a Part(d). The triple (C, g, g’), C = ((Z& , p), is called an amalgam off 
and f’ in a Part(A) if the following hold: 
(1) g E a Emb(B, C), g’ E a Emb(B’, C); 
(2) g of = g’ O f’; 
(3) given a embeddings h: B -+ C’ = ((Zi’)t , g’), h’: B’ + C’ with 
the property h 0 f = Ii of’, there exists exactly one mapping e: UL, Zi --+ 
UF=, Zi’ which sa is t’ fi es e 0 g = h, e 0 g’ = h’ and, moreover, e(P) E B’i 
whenever P E gii, i E I. 
We say that a subcategory 9 C a Part(A) has amalgams, if (in the above 
definition) x f' E 2 implies g, g’ E 8. Let us remark that amalgams in 
aPart are not defined uniquely (the same situation as in OSoc(0)). For 
a = 0, the definitions of amalgams in a Part(d) and in OSoc(L3) agree. 
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SB. Lemmas 
We prove here two basic and typical applications of the amalgamation 
property for the proof of the Main Theorem. Let X be a fixed subcategory 
of OSoc(d) which is ideal and has amalgams. Letfe a Emb(B, C).fis called 
A,-essential embedding if the mapping (,‘,>: a Emb(A, , B) -* a Emb(A, , C) 
is onto (i.e., there are no copies of A, out of the imagef, see Section 2). 
LEMMA 1 (on the essential part). Let A E 3f? befixed. Let B = ((Xi>‘, J&‘) E 
o/a Part(X) and let f: B’ = ((X,‘): , J?“) -+ B be A,-essential embeddings. 
Then the partition arrow 
B’ + C’ = ((Yi’)t, N’) E u/a Patr(X) 
implies the existence of an a embedding 
g: C’ -+ C = ((Y& , JV) E m/n Part(X) 
such that 
B+ C. 
Pictorially, 
B’+ C’ 
ess 
1 1 
B -;> C. 
Proof. Put a Emb(B’, C’) = (fi ,...,fr>. Define C = ((Y& , J’“) E o/a 
Part(X) as the subsequent amalgamation of pairs (fi , f), i E [I, r]. (This 
means: denote (C, , g, , gi) an amlagam of (fr , f); denote by (C, , g, , gz’) 
an amalgam of ( g, ofi , f); and, generally, denote by (Ci , gi , g,‘) an 
amalgam of ( gi, 0 giwz 0 .*e Q g, ofi ,f), put C = C,. .) Let g: c’ + C 
be an a embedding given by the amalgamation procedure (in the above 
notation g = g, 0 grel 0 ... 0 gl). In this situation it is not hard to prove 
that B -+f a C (we use the properties of the amalgam construction and the 
fact that f is an essential embedding). B 
Advancing the second lemma, we define “fraction” notions first. We write 
((XJFjfl, Jiq A$+ ((Yi);+l, Jq 
if, for every mapping c: (a/a + 1) Emb(A, , (( Y.i)8+1, N)) - [I, k], there 
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exists (a + 1) embedding f: ((Xi)zil, &) -+ ((Y$+l, N) such that c 3 
(A,,{+,) = 8. (Here the mapping 
i 1 A a:a+l : (ala + 1) Em&L , ((J’i>%il, 4) 
- (a/a + 1) Emb(A, , ((Y&?‘, Jr/-) 
is defined by (, o,~+,><y> = f 0 P> Let f: ((xi)8 ,4 + KWil, J? be 
(a/a f 1) embedding. f is called Aala+l- essential embedding if the mapping 
(,f,) which maps the set a Emb(A, , ((X& , JZ’)) into the set (u/a + 1) 
Emb(A, , (( Yi)ifl, JV)) is onto. 
LEMMA 2 (on the addition of a parameter). Let f: ((Xi’):, ~2”) + 
((Xixtl, l2’) be A,,,,,-essential (a/a + 1) embedding, assume ((X&‘l, A) E 
w/(a + 1) Part(X), w _C [I, a]. Further, let there exist (( Y<‘)X , Jlr’) E ~/a 
Part(s) such that ((Xi’): , ~22”) -@ ((Y,‘); , JV’). Under these assumptions 
there exists an (u/a + 1) embedding (( Yi’)i , Jlr’) --f (( Yi)z+l, JV”) such that 
((Y&“, JV) E w/(a + 1) Part(X) and ((Xi):“‘, &) +$/a+~ (( Yi)tfl, JV”). Pic- 
torially, 
((xi’); ) d&t’) -$-- (( Yi’)i ) Jv’) 
We omit the proof, as it may be worked out quite similarly to the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
5C. Fraction Partition Property 
An essential feature in the proof of the Main Theorem (given in Section 5D) 
will be the possibility of weakening a determined partition arrow (with respect 
to embeddings) to a partition arrow with respect to monomorphisms. This 
is stated precisely in this paragraph. We put ((X,): , ~4’) +r*Aa ((YJ: , X) 
(the partition arrow in the category of all a-partite societies of type d and al1 
a monomorphisms) for the following statement: For every mapping 
c: a Mono(A, , ((YJ: , N)) + [l, k], there exists a monomorphism f: 
((X&i 5 4 - u-ix 3 4 such that c(fo y) = $ for every cp E a 
Mono(A, , ((&X ,&I. A n analogous meaning has the symbol 
((x&+l, A) m8Ap-1> (( Yi);+l, N) 
(see the definition preceding Lemma 2, Section 5B). Finally, we say that a 
subcategory T C OSoc(A) has the weak fraction A-partition property if the 
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following holds: For every positive integer k, a natural number a, w  _C [l, a] 
and ((Xi): +I, J4?) E ~‘/(a + 1) Part(x), there exists (( Y#‘, N) E w’/(n + 1) 
Part(%) (here w’ stands for o u {a + I>), such that 
((xp, A!) + ((Y& a+l, Jv). 
As the last statement before the Main Theorem we prove 
PROPOSITION 1. The category OSoc(0) has weakfvaction A-p.p. for every 
A E OSoc(A). 
Proof. Let k, a, A E OSoc(O), ((Xi):+‘, JZ) E (a + 1) Part(d) be fixed 
(the choice of CJJ is not necessary; OSoc(d) does not have any forbidden 
subsocieties). Let j A 1 = 1. If a > I, obviously 
((XJifl, dz) qg% ((Xi), a+l, &C. 
Let a < 1. Denote by ((X&j , ~8”) the subsociety of ((XJi+l, ~22’) induced on 
the set I-l;=,, Xi = X’. Assume that there exists ((YE),” , JV’) E a Part(d) such 
that 
((xi); ) 9d’) ya * ((Y<)oa ) Jv’). (1) 
From this fact it is easy to derive the existence of ((Yi)ifl, 4”) such that 
KXiXfl, A> -+ydu+1 ((Y,), , ‘+’ JV) It suffices to prove (1). As we deal with 
monomorphisms, we may restrict’ ourselves to the case when ((X,); , ~2”) 
is a complete a-partite society: ((X,):, A) is complete if M _C I-):=, Xi , 
/ M 1 = &, I M n Xj 1 < 1 for every ,j E [l, a] implies ME J@. But for 
complete a-partite societies, statement (1) follows easily using the classical 
theorem of Ramsey (which, in fact, deals with complete 0-partite societies). 1 
We shall need one notion more-a strengthening of the preceding one: 
A subcategory .% C OSoc(d) hasfiactiorr A-partition property if the following 
holds: For every positive integer k, a natural number a, w  C [l, a] and 
t(xi>;+l, Jo E w’/(a ii- 1) Part(%) there exists ((YJi+‘, J’) E ~‘/(a f 1) 
Part(%) (here o’ stands for w  u (a + 1)) such that ((X&j+‘, ~2’) +$/a+~ 
c(Yi)ga+l, -4. 
5D. Proof of the Main Theorem (II) 3 (I) 
The implication (II) 3 (I) in the Main Theorem will be proved in three 
steps. 
BASIC LEMMA 1. Let 3/c be an ideal subcategory of OSoc(A) with amal- 
gams and with the weak fraction A-partition property. Then the category 
w/a Part(Z) has the A.-partition property for every natural number a and 
every subset w C [ 1, a]. 
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BASIC LEMMA 2. Let X be an ideal subcategory of OSoc(A) with amal- 
gams and with the fraction A-partition property. Then the category w/a Part(.X) 
has the A,-partition property for every natural number a and every subset 
w  C [I, a]. 
BASIC LEMMA 3. Let .X be an ideal subcategory of OSoc(A) with 
amalgams (this is equivalent to X = Forb(%) for a class ‘3 of irreducible 
societies). Then the category w/a Part(.X) has A,-partition property for every 
a positive integer and w  C [ 1, a]. 
We prove first Basic Lemma 1. Basic Lemma 2 will be proved analogously 
to Basic Lemma 1. Then we show how Basic Lemma 1 may be used for the 
proof of the fraction A-partition property of every ideal category with 
amalgams. This, together with Basic Lemma 2, will imply Basic Lemma 3. 
The Main Theorem follows by letting a = 0 in Basic Lemma 3. 
Proof of Basic Lemma 1. Let the following be fixed: X C OSoc(A), 
A E X, A = (T, q) = (T, (W; i E I)), T = {tl ,..., tl>, t, < .** < tl . The 
following is an analogy to a notion used in our previous papers (see [9, 111): 
We write ((X&j, ~48) +pd,Aa ((YJZ , J”) if the following holds: For every 
mapping c: a Emb(A, , ((Y,): , JV)) + [l, k], there exists a mapping c’: 
Emb(1, (Y, , Jo)) - [l, k] such that c(f 0 y) = c’(f 0 y(tLpa)) for every 
g, E a Emb(A, , ((Xi)8 , 4)). Here A0 = (doi; i E Z) and M E J&‘,,; e ME &!‘i 
and MC Y,; 
1 = ((tl-a}; (tVai; i E Z)), 
where U E ?Iai * U E eii and UC (tL-,] (the dependence of 1 on A and a 
will be clear from the context; obviously aai p o * 6[ = 1). In other 
words, a good partition arrow does not guarantee a copy of ((Xi):, &)) 
in one of the classes of a given partition, it gives only such copy of ((X,)! , &) 
where the class to which a subsociety A, belongs depends only on its last 
vertex in Y, (i.e., t,-,). 
The utility of this notion follows from 
LEMMA 1. The following two statements are equivalent (for fixed a and 
w  _C [I, a]): 
(1) W/a Part(X) has A,-p.p.; 
(2) for every ((X&j , J@ E W/a Part(X), there exists ((Y& , J’+) E 
W/a Part(X) such that 
Proof. Obviously (1) * (2). 
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Let ((X& , A) E u/a Part(X) be fixed. Put A0 = (&‘,,i; i E I), where 
ME -HOi * ME di and M C X0 . Let us assume for a moment that the 
following holds: 
There exists ( Y0 , No) such that (Y, , J&) E X in the case (X,, , ~4”~) E .X 
(otherwise (Y, , NJ E OSoc(0)) such that (X,, , J&‘,,) -i (Y, , X0) (1 is 
determined by A and a). (*I 
By the lemma on the addition of a parameter (or by the amalgamation 
property of o/a Part(X) itself), there exists (( Yi)E , JV) E w/a Part(X) such 
that for every mapping c: Emb(1, (Y, , Jvb>) - [ 1, Ic] there exists a embedding 
f: ((xi); , Jo - C( a; , JV) such that c(f 0 q) = Q for every p E 
ElnW, (X0 , do)). KY, ,4) is derived from ((Y,): , N) in the same way 
as in the definition of the good partition arrow). 
Now, let ((Y,):, ~4’“) -rdsaa ((2,): , 9) E w/a Part(.X) exist (by (2)). It is 
easy to prove 
((xix , =a -++ ((.a , PI 
by composition of the definitions -F: and -$Od,i’~. 
It remains to prove (*) in an arbitrary category X determined by a class of 
forbidden irreducible subsocieties. Let (X, , J&‘,,) be fixed. Let X,,’ = ( f(fnMa); 
f E Emb(P, (X,, , do))}, do’ = (JZ’~; i E I), where J&“~ = J&’ i ’ ’ . Put 
j X0’ 1 = r. It is known (by [l]) that there exists a set A’togethei EFth a set 
M of u-tuples of A such that the chromatic number of (A, 9X) is >k and, 
moreover, / M n M' / < 1 for any two distinct members of %l1. (By now this 
is also easy to prove; it suffices to put A = (r?l) and 9X = {(,E1); ME (f)); 
for a large set X this set system has the chromatic number >k by the Ramsey 
theorem, and clearly has the above property. As far as we know this is the 
simplest proof of the above fact.) Let (A, <) be an ordering, put 9X = 
{Mi ; i = l,..., R). For every in [l, R] let ‘i be the monotone bijection 
X0’ + Mi . Define the society of type d (A, No’) = (A, (Jlr:; i E I)) as the 
union of images of (X0’, do’) under the mappings ~~ , i E [l, R]. This is 
correctly defined, as two different images intersect in at most one point and 
all the one vertex subsocieties of (X0’, C4’o’) are isomorphic to 1. Moreover, 
in the case (X0 , Jo) E .X, and consequently (X0’, do’) E X, it is (A, X0’) E X, 
as 9” is determined by a class of forbidden irreducible subsocieties; here 
we use again the property of the set system (A, !IX). Finally, it follows from 
the definition of the chromatic number that 
(X0’, A,‘) -+ (A, Ho’). 
Having established this, the existence of (Y, , No) with the desired properties 
follows by a standard “amalgamation” argument (we amalgam many copies 
of (X0, J&‘~) and (A, No’)). This proves (*) and Lemma 1. 1 
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The proof of Basic Lemma 1 will proceed by double induction on I - a 
and / X,, I. This is correct because the case I - a < 0 is trivial (I - a < 0 
implies a Emb(& , ((X,X , ~22)) = O, and, consequently, ((Xi); , 12’) + 
((Xi): , 4’)). Equally simple is the case I = a: Given ((Xi): ,4’) E ~/a Part(Z), 
denote by ((X,); , ~2”) the subsociety induced on the set uF=, Xi . It is easy 
to establish the existence of a-partite society ((Y,); , JV’) such that 
K&)l” 2 4 + Km > N’) 
(this follows by the a-partite Ramsey theorem; we already used this fact in 
the proof of Proposition 1, Section 5C; recall that in the case a = E hoids 
a Emb(A, , B) = a Mono(&) B) for any B E apart(d)). It is ((Y,): , Jr/-‘) E 
w/a Part(%) by the definition, and consequently we get, by the lemma on the 
essential part, the existence of an a embedding ((Y,): , JV’) -+ ((Y,): , N) 
such that 
Thus we may assume: Let a < I and let the statement of Basic Lemma 1 
hold for every a’, a < a’ < 1 and for every w  C [ 1, a’]. Let w  C [ 1, a] be 
fixed. It follows from Lemma 1 that in this situation it suffices to prove: For 
every ((X& , J#) E m/a Part(S), there exists (( Y$ , Jr) E ~/a Part(x) such 
that 
((Xi>,” 9 Jo gooi;tAa > ((Y&i, 4. (21 
The existence of arrow (2) will be proved by induction on 1 X,, j. 
The boundary case, / X0 j = 0, is again trivial, for it follows from a < t 
that a Emb(A, , ((Xi):, 4) = @. Let ((X,): , A@‘) E wInPart( 1 X0 ! > 0, 
be fixed. Let x be the last vertex of X0 (in the standard ordering). Put 
X0’ = X0\(x), Xi’ = Xi for i E [l, a], A%” = (&i; i E I), where A?‘; = 
{ME ~2’~; x $ M). Also put XoV = X,\(x>, Xi” = Xi for i E [l, a], X;+, = (x) 
Obviously, ((Xi’): , JZ’) E w/a Part(%) and 
Nx?r’>oa’l , JH) E w/(a + 1) Part(.Z) n w’/(a + 1) Part(Z), 
where W’ = w  u {a + l]. The induction step follows from two lines of 
partition arrows: 
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(11) 
((~i’>~+l, A) + ((z-i >o ’ +1, gP’) “‘$Q+l* ((Z,), a+1, yp”). 
The arrows are obtained from the previous assumptions and results: 
(1) ((&‘)a, ) A’) +Fd,A, ((Y,‘): , JV’) E w/a Part(X) follows by the 
induction hypothesis; 
(2) L is an (a/a + I)-essential embedding defined by the inclusion 
(see the definition of Xi’ and X,‘); 
(3) ((Xi’)tfl, 4) +$OOd,Aa/a+l (( Yg”)ztl, M”) E w/(a + 1) Part(X) is the 
arrow given by the lemma on the addition of a parameter; the fact that we 
use this lemma here for the good-partition arrow does not make any 
difference; 
(4) (( YiTfl, Jff-) ++I (( y;);+l, N”) E w/(a + 1) Part(Z) is given by 
the induction hypothesis; 
(5) ((~~‘)t+l, J&‘) +$+I ((Zi’);+l, 9’) E ~‘/(a + 1) Part(X) is given by 
the induction hypothesis (recall w’ = w U {a + 1)); 
(6) ((Zi’)i’r, 9’) --tFsAaia+l ((Zi)agi-l, 9”) E w’/(a + 1) Part(.X) is given 
by the weak fraction partition property of X. 
Consequently, (I) and (II) are defined for all positive integers m. and 12. 
Put (( YJZ’l, dv”) = ((Yf);+l, A-) x ((z;);+’ , .9”) (the product of a-partite 
societies was defined in Section 5A). We prove: 
Claim 1. (( Yi):‘r, N) E w/aPart(X) for all positive integers m, n (see 
the convention in Section 5A on (a + I)-partite societies considered as 
a-partite ones). 
Claim 2. There are m, II such that 
((xi');-l, J/if) * (( Yp, N). 
(See Section 5A for the necessary convention.) 
Proof of Claim 1. Put / w / = Y. Let us assume, in the way of contra- 
diction, that there exists H $ ;X, together with an r/w monomorphism 
fi f-6 - KYixTfl, Jo. (0% a+l, JV) is considered here as an a-partite society. 
By the assumptions on X, H may be assumed irreducible. There are two 
possibilities: 
0) f: K+l - ((Yd?‘, NJ is an (r + I/w’) monomorphism, and 
rnt;othf oTt;sf YX~, ;Ili:” an r/w monomorphism- 
a+l, Jlr) is considered as an (a f I)-partite ZO 
society. (These are really the only possibilities that follow from the definition 
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of r/w monomorphism.) Let nTT1, 7~~ be projections corresponding to the 
product (( YJzfl, J+‘) = ((Y[)t+r, Jlr”) x ((Zl)z+l, g”). In case (ii) we 
immediately get a contradiction to the ideal property of the category 
w/(a + 1) Part(%) as rrl ofis an r/w homomorphism. 
rTT2 is not necessarily an (a + 1) homomorphism, but it has the property 
that it maps monotonically each team of ((YJ:“, JV) onto a team of 
ttz>;+l, 9”). Using the irreducibility of H, we get, even in this case, that 
rTTz 0f is an (r + 1)/w’ homomorphism, which is again a contradiction 
with ((Zi)g+‘, 9”) E ~‘/(a + 1) Part(X). 
Proof of Claim 2. The values of m and n will follow from the proof. The 
proof of ((XiV)E+l, 4 +-&ood,aa ((Y& ‘+’ JV) will be divided in a few steps. , 
Let c: a Emb(A, , ((Yi)ztl, 3)) -+ [ 1, k] be a hxed mapping. 
(a) Denote by a Emb(A, , ((YJt+l, ~6’)) the set of all a embeddings f 
which satisfy rrl 0 f E a Emb(& , ((Y:)t+‘, N’)) and rr2 0 f E a Mono& , 
((z;)p, au)); in this case we shall write f = (7~~ of, 7~~ of) and 
a Emb(A, , ((&)Oa+l, -4) 
= a Emb(A, , ((Y.;)i+l, A’““)) x Mono(&) ((Z;)i+‘, p)). 
An analogous meaning will have the symbols 
and 
(a + 1) EmWLl , KYi)?, 4) 
(a/a + 1) Emb(&+, , (Cyi>Oail, -0. 
Let us remark that the following holds: 
a EmW, , ((YX1, JlrN 
2 (a + 1) Emb(&+, , (tYi>,““l, -4) u (4~ + 1) Em&& , UiXfl, 4). 
This may be regarded as the basic recurrence used in the proof. 
(b) Put ‘3 = (a + 1) Mono(A,,1 , ((Z:)g+‘, 9”)). Define the mapping 
c”: (a + 1) Emb(A,,, , ((Yi)s+l, J?> --j L klz by Cf) = (4L g>; g E 3). 
Assume m = k/%1. According to line (1) there exists (a + 1) embedding 
tp” : (( Yi’)y, N”) + ((Yl);+*, N”) such that c 0 (A;l,) = 0. 
(c) Put S? = (a/a + 1) Emb(A, , (( Yi’)X+l, N”)). Define the mapping 
d”: (a/a + 1) Mono(A, , ((Zl)G+l, 9”))+ [I, k19 by d”(g)= (c(cp”0.L g);fEm. 
Assume YI = ki-@l. According to line (II) and by the definition of weak 
fraction partition property, there exists (a + 1) monomorphisms 4”: 
((Z;);+‘, 9) + ((Zi);+‘, ~9”) such that d” 0 (At,l”l> = 9. 
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Let us remark that the above choice of m and n is consistent. We choose n 
first and then m, thus, generally, n Q m. 
(d) Define the mapping d’: (a + 1) Emb(A,,, , ((&‘):+l, 9’)) --f [l, k] 
by d’(g) = i * c($’ of, #” 0 g) = i for every fe (a + 1) Emb(A.+r , 
((Yi’)i+l, JV”)). (This definition is consistent, by (b) and (c).) By line (II) 
there exists (a + 1) embedding $‘: ((Xi’)t+l, .M) -+ ((&‘)g+‘, g’) such that 
d’ o t.4;;,> = §. 
(e) Define the mapping c’: (a/a i 1) Emb(A, , (( Yi’)zfl, M”)) + [ 1, k] 
by c’(f) = i * ~(9” ofi #” 0 g) = i for every g E (a/a + 1) Emb(A, , 
tG’x+l, 9’)). (This definition is consistent, by (b) and (c).) By line (I) 
there exists (a + 1) embedding F’: ((Xi’):+‘, A)) + ((Yi’)tfl, JV’) and a 
mapping c”: Y,’ -+ [l, k] such that ~‘(9’ of) = c’(I$ ~f(t~+)) for every 
f~ (a/a $ 1) Emb(A, , ((Xi’)z+l, .A)). 
(f) Put g, = r/J’II 0 cp’, # = 4” 0 #‘, x = g, X #. x: ((&‘);+l, J) - 
(( yJi+1, JV) is an (a + 1)-embedding, as all the components are (a + 1) 
monomorphisms, and as y is an (a + 1) embedding. 
Let c”: Y, u Y,,, ---f [l, k] be a mapping which satisfies 
CtdY), 4 = C’(dYN for every y E X0”, z E Z, ; 
ftd4 Rx)> = § E [l, kl 
(where the value of 6 is determined by (d)). S umming up the above procedure 
it follows c(x of) = c”(x ~f(t~&) for every f E a Emb(A. , ((Xi’)tfl, 4)). 
This finishes the proof of Claim 2, and consequently the proof of Basic 
Lemma 1. 1 
Proof of Basic Lemma 2. This proof is exactly the same as the proof of 
Basic Lemma 1, with only one exception: Since we assume the fraction 
partition property of X, we replace all the monomorphisms with corre- 
sponding embeddings. Particularly, line (II) of the partition arrows is related 
only to embeddings. In this sense the proof of this lemma is, in fact, simpler 
than the previous one. 1 
Proof of Basic Lemma 3. Using Basic Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that 
every ideal subcategory % of OSoc(0) with amalgams (equivalently: Every 
subcategory of OSoc(0) determined by a class of forbidden irreducible 
subsocieties) has the A-fraction partition property for every A E %. 
It was proved in Section 5C, Proposition 2, that the category OSoc(d) 
has weak fraction A-p.p. for every A E OSoc(0). Applying Basic Lemma 1, 
we get that the category uPart has the &-partition property for every 
A E OSoc(d) and a natural number. Let X be a fixed ideal subcategory of 
OSoc(,4) with amalgams. Further, let the following be fixed: A E ;X, a natural, 
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w  _c [l, a], ((&);+l, .4%+) E w’/(a $ 1) Part(.X), where w’ = w  u {u + 11. Put 
((X,); , ~8”) where A4 E Xi * M E J&‘~, MI? X,,, = a. Th.en there exists 
((Y,‘): , N) such that 
((XJ,U , JH’) + (( Yi’)t, N’) E a Part(A). 
By the lemma on the addition of a parameter, there exists ((YJi+l, N) E 
(a + 1) Part(A) such that 
As Udo > a+1 JV) was built up by a subsequent amalgamation of the 
society ((Y,‘): , X), and sufficiently many copies of ((&):+I, k?‘) E 
~‘/(a + 1) Part(X), it is not hard to convince oneself that ((YJi+l, JV) E 
~‘/(a + 1) Part(Z). This finishes the proof of Basic Lemma 3, and conse- 
quently of the Main Theorem. 1 
6. APPLICATIONS 
6A. Societies of Type A 
For simplicity, let type A satisfy i E I s & > 2. Denote by Sot(A) the 
category of societies of type A and all their embeddings. Both notions are 
defined in the same way as for the category OSoc(A); we only leave out 
standard orderings and the monotonicity of embeddings (see Section 2). 
We shall write, as before, (X, J”c) = (X, (J@; i E I)) E Sot(A), f E 
Emb((X, k?), (Y, N)), X = Forb(cU) for a class ?I of societies of type A 
(the last symbol means Z is a subcategory of Sot(A) determined by all 
objects BE Sot(A) which satisfy A E % * Mono(A, B) = m). Also, a 
society is said to be irreducible if any two-element subset of its vertices 
belongs to a team. 
We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let X = Forb(%) for a class % of irreducible societies of 
type A. Then 37 has the A-partition property 13 A E X and A E Fund(A). 
Here Fund(A) is the class of all societies (X, J&‘) which satisfy ~82’~ # izi Z- 
JP = (6) = {X’ C X; 1 X’ 1 = i$} for every i E I. 
The theorem will be proved in a sequence of simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let .X = Forb(‘%) be a subcategory of Sot(A) determined by 
a class ‘U of irreducible societies. Let A E Z, A E Fund(A). Then 3” has 
A-p.p. (partition properties were defined categorically in Section 1, hence 
we may apply the deJinition to Sot(A)). 
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Proof. Let A = (X, J@) E Fund(A) n X, B = (Y, .N) E X. Let (X, <), 
(Y, <) be arbitrarily orderings. Then obviously, Emb((X, J&!), (Y, Jlr)) = 
Emb((X, <), J&Z’), ((Y, G), J”)), where the left side is taken in Sot(d) and 
the right side in OSoc(d). The lemma follows immediately from this and the 
definition of the partition arrow. 1 
For the necessity part of Theorem 1 the following is needed: Let 
0: OSoc(A) + Sot(A) be the natural forgetful1 functor: 
We write A -+a B iff q (A’) = A, q (B’) = B implies Emb(A’, B’) # ~5. 
We say that a subcategory X of Sot(A) has or&erijlgs iff for every A E X 
there exists B E X’ such that A -+ord B. (0. Ore was apparently the first 
to consider a similar property. He proved that there exists a graph without 
triangles which contains ([l, 41; ((1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3,4}, 11, 4}>) with a natural 
ordering for every ordering of its vertices.) 
Necessity follows from the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Let X = Forb(sU), where % is a class of irreducible societies. 
Let X have orderings. Then X has fhe A-par&ion property only if A +*rd A. 
LEMMA 3. Let 9” = Forb(ocl), where 9I is a class of irreducible societies. 
Then .X has orderings. 
LEMMA 4. For every A E Sot(A) thefollowing two statements are equivalent 
(i) A%A; 
(ii) A E Fund(A). 
Proof of Lemma 2. Assume for the sake of contradiction that z%? has 
A-p.p. and A++rd A. Consequently, there are Ai E OSoc(A), 0 (A+) = A, 
i = 1, 2, such that A, $! A, (in OSoc(A)). Let B’ be a disjoint union of Al 
and A, , let vi: Ai ---f B’, i = 1, 2, be the corresponding ordered embeddings. 
It is clear that q (B’) = B E r% (by the properties of X). Let B +Ord C, 
C E X. We prove that there exists no D E X with C -i D. This will complete 
the contradiction. 
Let D’ E OSoc(A), 0 (D’) = D, be fixed. We define the mapping 
c: (2) -+ [l, 21 by: c(f) = 0 if there exists an ordered embedding g: A, + D’ 
such that [7 (g) = f; c(f) = 1 in other cases. 
Let there exist an embedding g: C + D with c 0 ($) = 3. By the definition 
of the ordering property of X, there exists an embeddingf: B - C such that 
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g 0 f is an ordered embedding B’ + D’. But then c(g 0 f 0 vl) = 0, while 
c(g of0 VJ = 1. m 
Proof of Lemma 3. The subcategory Z’ of OSoc(A) determined by all 
objects A’, for which 0 (A’) E jY-, is determined by a class of forbidden 
irreducible (ordered) subsocieties. Consequently, by the Main Theorem, 
X’ has A-p.p. for every A E Z-l. Let 2 = ([I, 21; a) = ([l, 21; (m; i E I)); 
it is always 2 E x’ (unless ,% is the void class). 
To prove that %’ has orderings, observe that it suffices to prove the 
following. For every A’ E s’, there exists B E Z such that for every B’ E Z?, 
0 (B’) = B, there exists an ordered embedding A’ -> B’. This fact will be 
denoted by A’ +-old B (for A’ E ST, BE Z). (To prove A -+ord B let A’ be 
equal to a disjoint union of all A*, 0 (A*) = A; then A’ -+ord B + A +Ord B.) 
Let A’ E 37, A’ = ((X, <), J?‘), X = {x1 ,..., x,}, xi < xi for i < j. It 
may be further assumed, without loss of generality, that 
{Xi ) Xi+d E (“,), for ic [I, n - l] (*> 
(eventually we “add” isolated vertices). 
Let B’ be a disjoint union of ((X, <), J&‘) and ((X, a), J&‘) (obviously 
((X, a), &?) E x’, consequently B’ E GP) and let B’ -i C’ E Y’. We prove 
A’ -+ord q CC’). Let 0 (C*) = 0 (C’), explicitly let C’ = ((Y, <), JV) 
and C* = ((Y, <), JV). 
Define a mapping c: (7) + [I, 21 by c((x, JJ)) = 1 if x < y and x > y; 
c((x, JJ}) = 2 elsewhere. Let f: B’ + C’ be an ordered embedding satisfying 
c 0 (i) = 9. Using (*); this implies that either f is an ordeerd embedding 
B’ -+ C” or f is an ordered embedding B” + C”, where B” is B’ taken with 
dual ordering. Using the definition of B’ it follows in both cases that there 
exists an ordered embedding A’ -+ C*. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let A = (X, &?‘) E Sot(A). Obviously A -+ord A iff 
Emb((X, <), J?‘), ((X, =Q 4) f @ (in OSoc(A)) for any two orderings < 
and < of X. As every ordering of X may be coded as a permutation of X, 
it follows that A +Ord A iff every permutation of its vertices is an iso- 
morphism and, consequently, A E Fund(d). 1 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A = (k), K > k > 2. Then the class Forb({($]) 
has A-p.p. iff either A = (X, @a) or A = (3, I X / < k. (Here (3 = 
(X, (X’ L X; j X’ / = k}).) 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = (3), let S be the projective plane of order 2 (the 
Steiner triple system with 7 points). Then Forb(S) has A-p.p. iff either 
A = (X, 0) or A = (X, (f)), I X / < 6. Further examples of irreducible 
societies are provided by block designs. 
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6B. Relational Systems of Type A 
For convenience, assume again Si > 2 for i E I. Define the category 
Rel(A). 
Objects. Relational systems of type A, A = (X, G?), 9 = (.SP; i E I), 
with properties 
(1) LB+ c x8&; 
(2) there exists an ordering < of X such that (xj ; j E [l, S,]) E JP * 
x1 < x2 < ..I < xgz ; (every ordering with this property will be called 
adm issible) .
Morphisms. f: (X, 92) -+ (Y, 9) is an embedding if 
(1) fis 1-1; 
(2) (Xj ;j E [l, S,]) E 9P * (f(x& j E [l, S,]) E Yi. 
f is called a monomorphism if it satisfies (1) and (2) 5. Analogously, as 
before we shall write Emb(A, B), Mono(A, B), and X = Forb(%) (the last 
symbol means X is a subcategory of Rel(A) determined by all objects 
B E Rel(A) which satisfy A E 9l 3 Mono(A, B) = m). A relational system 
(X, W) is said to be irreducibze if, for any two of its vertices x, y, there exists 
R E UiE19Zii such that x E R, y E R. Further, a relational system A = (X, a) 
is said to be fundamental iff there exists a parttiion X = UTzI Xi with the 
following properties: 
(1) jf[l,n],iEI, RE9 = ! RnXjl < 1; 
(2) Forevery,jE[l,n-l]thereexistsiEIand [j,j+ l]_CwG[l,n] 
such that / w  / = Si and Xifw Xi _C SP; 
(3) For every w  C [l, n], 1 w  / = Si holds Xjew Xj n Wi f 3 * 
XjEW xj c 933. 
The class of all fundamental systems of type A will be denoted by Rund(A). 
We prove here 
THEOREM 1'. Let X = Forb(?I) for a class ?l of irreducible reEatiorza1 
systems of type A. Then XI has the A-partition property 13 A E 12 and 
A E Rund(A). 
Remark. Condition (2) in the definition of a relational system of type A 
is equivalent to saying that there are no cycles in (X, a). This condition is, 
in general, necessary for a nontrivial partition property, e.g., in the class 
Rel((2)) there exists no object C such that 
([I, 31, ((1, 7% (2, 3), (3, WI++ c, for A = W, 21, ((1, 2))). 
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Theorem 1’ will follow from a sequence of lemmas similar to that in 
Section 6A. The sufficiency part follows by a simple connection of ordered 
societies of type A and relational systems of type A. 
Let A = ((X, <), JY) E OSoc(0). Put 0 (A) = (X, J&“)~ where R = 
(Y~;~G[I,S,])EJ?“~ -={rj;j~[1,6,]}~~i and r, <r, < ... <rsi. For 
an ordered embedding f: A -+ B in OSoc(d) we put q (f) = J q (J”) is an 
embedding 0 (A) --f 0 (B) in Rel(A). Now we may formulate 
LEMMA 1'. Let X = Forb(%) be a subcategory of Rel(rl) determined by 
a class o_l of forbidden irreducible relational subsystems. Let A E Z, 
A E Rund(A). Then X has A-p.p. 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. We use the fact that 
every fundamental relational system has exactly one admissible ordering. 
For the necessity part of Theorem l’, the following is needed. Let 
A, BE Rel(d). We write A +ord B iff Emb(A’, B’) f m (in OSoc(0)) 
whenever 0 (A’) = A and 0 (B’) = B. We say that a subcategory X of 
Rel(A) has orderings if, for every A E j/c, there exists B E X such that 
A -+Ord B. 
To finish the proof of Theorem l’, it suffices to prove 
LEMMA 2’. Let %” = Forb(%), where X is a class of irreducible relational 
systems of type A. Let X have orderings. Then it has the A-partition property 
only if A +ord A. 
LEMMA 3’. Let X = Forb(A), where ‘u is a class of irreducible relational 
systems of type A. Then 9” has orderings. 
LEMMA 4’. For every A E Rel(A) the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) AEr%A; 
(ii) A E Rund(A). 
The proofs of Lemmas 2’ and 3’ are quite analogous to the above proofs 
of Lemmas 2 and 3 in Section 6A (the only change: orderings are replaced by 
admissible orderings), 
Proof of Lemma 4’. Obviously A +ord A in Rel(A) iff there exists exactly 
one admissible ordering of A (up to an isomorphisms in Rel(A). The proof 
now follows from these steps: 
(1) < is an admissible ordering of A = (X, 9) E Rel(A) iff < is an 
admissible ordering of A’ = (X, 9’) E Re1((2)), where (x, y) E 2’ e (x, y) C R 
for some R E gi, i E I. 
(2) For A = (2), Lemma 4’ holds (this follows by a simple induction 
argument); 
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(3) By (1) all the admissible orderings of A and A’ coincide; conse- 
quently, the groups of automorphisms coincide also. From this follows 
A E Rund(d). 
EXAMPLE. Let A = (2). Then Rel((2)) has A-p.p. for 
A = o, o o, 3-0, o o o, a-+-o, b,,,k, o< o OL , ,,/, etc. 
0 0 
6C. Final Comments 
(1) The assumption & >, 2 for i E Iused in Section 6 is not an essential 
assumption. The proof given above works even in this case, providing that 
the definition of the ordering property is suitably modified. 
(2) The method given here has further consequences, e.g., it may be 
proved that the category of all graphs without odd cycles of short length 
has the edge-partition property (this category fails to be a partition category). 
(3) There are a number of problems connected with partition properties 
of categories which fail to be partition categories. Perhaps the most prominent 
of these questions is whether the class of graphs not containing a rectangle 
has the edge partition property (see [2]). 
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